JRA Restitution
JRA DOC Restitution

- DPSCS DOC Restitution Status
- DOC Local Restitution Status
DPSCS DOC Restitution

- Requires MOBS II Version Upgrade
- Problems with the Upgrade
- Go-Live Date is 9/5/2018
Local DOC Restitution

MOU Status – as of 7/25/2018

NO DPSCS RE-ENTRY WITH AN INMATE EARNINGS STATUTE

- *Allegany
- *Carroll
- *Harford
- *Queen Anne’s
- *Worcester
- *Baltimore
- *Cecil
- *Kent
- *St. Mary’s
- *Calvert
- *Caroline
- *Dorchester
- *Prince George’s
- *Wicomico
- *Garrett
Local DOC Restitution

MOU Status – as of 7/25/2018

- NO DPSCS RE-ENTRY WITH AN INMATE EARNINGS STATUTE
- Cecil and Kent have returned signed MOUs.
- MOUs are ready for signature – Worcester
- Email follow-ups have been sent to other counties
Local DOC Restitution

- MOU Status – as of 7/25/2018
  - DPSCS RE-ENTRY WITH AN INMATE EARNINGS STATUTE
  - Anne Arundel
  - Howard – MOU sent for signature
  - Montgomery – MOU sent for signature
  - Talbot
  - Washington
MOU Status – as of 7/25/2018

- DPSCS RE-ENTRY WITHOUT INMATE EARNINGS STATUTE
- Charles

- NO DPSCS RE-ENTRY AND WITHOUT INMATE EARNINGS STATUTE
- Somerset
Questions?